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DUAL AND JOIN DEGREES IN THE CONTEXT 

OF INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS 

Most relevant types of international collaborations

�Study abroad or study abroad through another domestic 
institutions

�Student exchange agreements

�Sequential degrees (different institutions, different levels)

�Dual degrees (different institutions, comparable degrees)

�Joint degrees (one single degree conferred by two 
institutions)

Source: http://globalhighered.wordpress.com/

ELEMENTS OF DEFINITION

What is a Double Degree ?
� A Double Degree (alternative terminology: dual, 

simultaneous) program presumes a student working 
towards two different university degrees in parallel, at 
different institutions, in different countries. 

� The two degrees may be in the same subject area, or 
in two different subjects. A double degree typically 
takes less time than it would take to complete each 
program separately.



ELEMENTS OF DEFINITION

What is a joint degree? 
� The academic and administrative management of a 

conjoint program is divided between the two partner 
institutions. The program is placed under the 
responsibility of a program committee that consists of 
faculty and administrators from the two partner 
institutions. 

� The difference between a double degree and a conjoint 
program is that the later leads to one degree conferred by 
the two institutions. 

� They are harder to get approved than dual degrees and the 
benefits for the students and institutions are unclear.

AN INCREASINGLY LESS ASYMMETRICAL 

TRANSATLANTIC CONTEXT

� An asymmetrical transatlantic context: Reality and 
perceptions

� How the asymmetry can explain some differences in 
approaches to dual and joint degrees

� Perspective on asymmetry often differs according to 
the disciplines and roles  played by individuals 
(administrators, faculty)

� The growing view of structured partnerships as 
win/win initiatives

RESEARCH-DRIVEN DOUBLE DEGREES

Research driven double degrees

Driver Faculty led

Academic rationales prevail 

Advantages Double degree students: quality of training, career opportunities

University and professors: enhanced research capability

Faculty from both sides: easy to agree on academic priorities

Professors and administrators: Easy to organize the recruitment 
process from their own program

Easy to design new elements of curriculum if faculty is leading the 
process 

Disadvantages Course requirements, financial aid and logistics need to be 
addressed afterwards, or retrofitted with the support of the 
administration

Make sure administrators are aware of the specific needs of 
students

Some courses or modules need to be developed 

Small pool of applicants



PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION-BASED DOUBLE DEGREES
Professional education based double degrees

Driver Administration led

Prestige and/or job market rationales prevail
Advantages Double degree students: quality of training, career opportunities

Non Double degree students: enhanced prestige of home 
university, better career opportunities

Administrators: easy to organize the recruitment process

Administrators: Building blocks of the double degree are 
preexisting, little need to involve faculty in designing the 
program 

University: Prestige, attractiveness, proportional to the 
asymmetry of the transatlantic context and to the individual 
prestige of the partner university

Disadvantages Course requirements, financial aid and logistics need to be 
addressed afterwards, or retrofitted without creating opposition
from the faculty

Make sure faculty are aware of the specific needs of students

Little mutual learning between the two faculty

Small pool of applicants 

THIRD WAY: « GLOBAL » DOUBLE DEGREES
Global double degrees

Driver Administration led

Prestige and/or job market rationales prevail

Advantages Double degree students: program specifically designed to meet market 
demand

Course requirements, financial aid, logistics: tailor made

Non Double degree students: enhanced prestige of home university, 
better career opportunities

Administrators: Broad pool of applicants

University: Prestige, attractiveness, proportional to the asymmetry of the 
transatlantic context and to the individual prestige of the partner 
university

Disadvantages When trying to address specific  market expectations, need to design 
new elements of curriculum with faculty

Need to design ad hoc recruitment tools

Need to handle a broad range of students with different expectations: 
housing, pedagogy, career services, etc.

Need to avoid an “island” scenario in relation to other students 

High administrative costs

Conclusion
� Dual degrees are here to stay

� Business and international affairs as trend-setters in 
the professional area due to the global nature of their 
fields

� Dual degrees have an impact beyond the individuals 
directly involved

� Dual degrees appear as agents of change (recruitment, 
curriculum, financial aid, etc.)

� Dual degrees, even more than usual forms of 
international collaboration raise the question of 
equity/cost/access


